Abs sensor 2008 ford escape

The tone rings are mounted to the inboard side of the axle. If you crank the front wheels full left
or right you can easily see the tone wheels or slide under the car to see all four. The problem is
the axle rusts and the expansion causes the tone ring to crack and then become loose. If your
Escape is doing weird things, brakes being applied randomly and ABS light going off and on,
check for a loose tone ring, it's easy to check, the spin easily if loose. Replacing them is a pain
unless you are a fairly experienced mechanic and have a decent puller. I replaced one of mine.
The rest I soaked down with rust inhibitor. If you do that be careful not to get any on the brakes.
Been good for a couple years almost. The ABS tone ring on the Escape is a known problem, the
new ring is a different material. Ford should make this a recall-- If your escape feels like it loses
braking at the stop sign, chances are it has a failed tone ring. Everyone I know that owns an
Escape close to model has had theirs replaced. It's not covered under your warranty Not a
difficult repair if you are handy.. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common
Solutions: tone ring needs rplacing- this is the toothed ring on the 3 reports. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful
websites No one has added a helpful site for this Escape problem yet. Be the first! Find a good
Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service
from CarTalk. Seems like these parts keep failing! Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Ford Escape based on all problems reported for the Escape. On hot days the vehicle
displays the following error "abs light on regen brakes disabled". The braking system does not
function as intended. It almost feels as the vehicle will not stop and takes a very long time to
come to a stop. In a situation where an immediate stop would be neccessary this error is likely
to result in a vehicle collision. This has been occuring all of this year on days when the
temperature exceeds 85 degrees. The most recent being on July 25, The vehicle is in motion on
city streets. While driving the abs warning light comes on along with the check brakes took to a
mechanic shop and was told it was the and module that was going out. They waited me a price
of dollars to get a new module and to install. Took vehicle to the dealership and was told they
could not find a problem. When I tried to drive it home the two lights came on and also the
engine light. I called a weaker and had it dropped off at my house. Abs light came on over a year
ago. Since then I've had it serviced 3 times and the brakes replaced. Now it's in for inspection
and can't pass. My experience and mechanic experiences routine moments when the brakes do
not engage even when the pedal is floored. They've bled the brakes and now are trying to
explore other potential solutions. As of now 5 days without a car or any apparent solution to the
diagnosis. Mechanic will not pass since the brakes fail without warning. It is still with the
mechanic so no documentation as of yet. Driving at 40 mph, abs light came up first, then,
brakes and then regent brakes disabled warning light came on. I was driving going home at and
stopped at a postal office when I noticed that to stop I had to push hard on the brakes to park.
Leaving the postal office, I noticed the car wasn't breaking exactly when I wanted, to but
decided that I wanted to get home, so I continue driving, but at a red light the brakes went all the
way to the floor and I almost hit the car in front of me. I went into a panic and parked my car
right there, in a bank parking lot, and proceeded to call a towing truck, to tow it to my friends
house. I took uber back home and I'm not planning on driving that car. Abs light on, regen
brakes disabled, 5, The tone ring on the front left side cracked, causing traction control and abs
light to go on, and caused instability and traction issues at low speeds. Was driving the vehicle
and after applying the brakes. The abs warning light came on, plus the information display
indicated "check brake system" and "regen brake disabled". I was still able to brake, but needed
to apply more pressure to stop and there was a new noise when I depressed the brakes. Abs
break light came on with a message that says reneg brakes disabled. Car bucked and lost
breaking ability. Car cannot be driven as it cannot stop safely. This happened while the vehicle
was in motion, and according to the mechanic at Ford, it was not caused by normal wear and
tear. The abs braking light came on and the brakes locked. We were able to get the vehicle
home, however, after inspection by the garage we found the hcu was defective as well as the
master cylinder. I was turning right on a stop light and front left abs tone ring broke. Car slipped
gears and would not accelerate for seconds. Rsc light and abs light came on briefly. Car
continued to do this randomly and abs brakes were activated when braking at low speeds. Issue
is with tone ring on many Ford Escapes from Rings often break because of excessive rust build
up on Ford components causing expansion. Part is constructed very poorly and as a result
safety is compromised and service repairs profit goes up!. Tl-the contact owns a Ford Escape.
The contact stated that while driving 45 mph, the abs light illuminated and the contact felt like
the brakes were shaking. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was
notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , During lunch hour slowed to make

a right hand turn and brakes seemed to lock and grind. Steering wheel vibrated and the abs and
traction control light came on. Attempted to accelerate and the car seemed to be locked up for a
few seconds. Vehicle behind me almost hit me due to vehicle failure. Lights would not go off for
about 1 minute after accelerating to about 25 mph. While driving about 10 more minutes they
illuminated several more times. During drive home the same thing happened 3 more times and
always when slowing to make a turn and then attempting to accelerate again. Now abs light
won't go off at all. The abs light and tracking light comes on dashboard indicating a problem.
When I go to stop there is this tracking resistance when apply brakes. Fords dealership tells me
the right abs ring is cracked on the brakes. Got fixed, now this has happened 2 more times,
once on left side and twice on right side. When I had to stop suddenly the brakes feel like they
don't work and make this tracking noise as like when you are on ice. Very scary, my car now
has , miles this last time. How long does it take Fords to make a recall on this part, my son says
that the water gets up in it and causes it to rust and crack. I'm sure I am not the only Ford
Escape with this problem. Car Problems. Brake Abs Warning Light problem 1. Brake Abs
Warning Light problem 2. Brake Abs Warning Light problem 3. Brake Abs Warning Light
problem 4. Brake Abs Warning Light problem 5. Brake Abs Warning Light problem 6. Brake Abs
Warning Light problem 7. Brake Abs Warning Light problem 8. Brake Abs Warning Light
problem 9. Brake Abs Warning Light problem Other Service Brakes related problems of the Ford
Escape. Service Brakes problems Service Brakes problems. Brake Light On problems. Brake
Master Cylinder problems. Abs Brake Fail problems. Brakes Failed problems. Brake Sensor
problems. Brake Antilock Wheel Speed Sensor problems. Brake Grinding Noise problems.
Brake Disc Caliper problems. Brake Disc Pads problems. When on, it indicates that the Escape
does not have Anti-Lock brakes, and the safety they provide. Wheels that are turning will slow a
vehicle faster than a locked wheel. Skidding tires also create flat spots in the tire, which can be
inconvenient and dangerous in itself. ABS also allows you to be able to steer the vehicle while
slowing down, and has been around for so long that many drivers have never driven a vehicle
without it. The ABS light is different than the brake warning light itself. The brake light indicates
that there is a problem with the physical braking system and that your Escape is unsafe to
drive. Yes, you can drive your Escape with the ABS light on. Is it safe? A good code scanner will
often tell you which part of the ABS system has gone bad. A good one will. Most auto parts
stores will have a free scanning service that they would be happy to let you utilize. The wheel
speed sensors are responsible for monitoring the wheel speed and sending it back to the
computer system. If one of the wheels is moving slower than the others it on its way to locking
up. The ABS then takes activates on that wheel in order to keep it from locking. The antilock
brake system runs through the ABS module. Typically, corrosion is the most common reason
why the module fails. Without the pressure the ABS will no longer be able to physically activate.
Most of the time, the wheel speed sensors are going to be what triggers it. If there is anything
you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Is it Safe to Drive Your
Escape? Wheel Speed Sensor The wheel speed sensors are responsible for monitoring the
wheel speed and sending it back to the computer system. Ford vehicles are trusted for their
custom appearances and effortless control in addition to their fuel efficiency and dependability
on the road. The rugged appearance and powerful performance of Ford cars give drivers a quick
and secure ride. The Ford Escape will be subjected to rugged conditions over the vehicle's
lifetime and quality replacement parts are essential to trouble-free operation. In the search for
ruggedness and performance, car enthusiasts will be pleased with a hardworking vehicle
engineered by Ford. From their earliest years Ford has been known as a vehicle manufacturer
that puts vehicle protection and quality above all else. For a unique look with lots of zip
consumers go to Ford for their compact vehicle needs. Ford takes pride in building vehicles
that are dependable and fuel efficient in order to meet their loyal customers' requirements. Ford
is an established dealer of mid-level autos that fuse entry-level cost with optional upgrades.
Repairing your vehicle's damaged safety equipment is the least you can do for your family.
There isn't much that's as important as your family's safety and security while travelling down
the highway. An installed Ford Escape ABS Speed Sensor can generally stop brake slippage,
boosting modulation of brake pressure when stopping in wet conditions. If one particular wheel
is rotating at a higher or lower rate than the others, the Ford Escape ABS Speed Sensor informs
the ABS controller to intervene and modify the level of braking force. Your car's Ford Escape
ABS Speed Sensor is found on the hub of each wheel and measures the rotational speed of
your wheel to assess whether the brake computer should override the manual braking. Should
your Ford Escape ABS Speed Sensor detects a change in your car or truck's tire rotations,
especially in bad weather, they should cause your antilock brakes to override, giving you the
ability to keep control of your vehicle on the street all day long. When you order from our team
of specialists here at PartsGeek, you can feel confident that you are choosing the best parts at

the lowest possible price. A Ford Escape ought to be preserved in the best shape and
maintained at need; that can mean choosing the right new and OEM components. They are
available for the following Ford Escape years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12,
11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, Fairly good product. No issues. Never heard of them before,
but used them because of the cheap price. Popped right in. Corrected my ABS problem too.
Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support
ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product.
See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure
PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Important
Product Info: Front Right. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Features: Exactly matches
the fit and function of the original equipment sensor to restore safe braking performance in all
conditions Made from quality materials to ensure a reliable repair and a long service life Original
Equipment Quality Try-on and material tested to ensure a quality fit and reliable performance.
Replacement Yes. Features: Ensures long lasting durability Reliable under extreme conditions
Made of high quality material Resists fatigue failure Offers superior service life. Product SKU: W
Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Grease, mounting nut and instruction sheet
included where applicable. Features: OE Style for easy replacement and fitment Provides an
easy installation. Product SKU: Read more reviews. Catalog: E. Vehicle Ford Escape. Catalog:
B. Vehicle Engine Ford Escape. Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P.
Catalog: Q. Catalog: S. Catalog: N. Skip to main content. Include description. Brand Type.
Aftermarket Branded 1, Items 1, Genuine OEM Items Private Label 13 Items Unbranded 7 Items
7. Not Specified 85 Items Dorman Items Holstein Items Motorcraft Items Standard Items
Standard Motor Products Items Placement on Vehicle. Left Items Rear Items Right Items Front
Items Not Specified 1, Items 1, Unspecified Length Items Lifetime Items Fitment Type. Direct
Replacement Items Not Specified Items Mounting Hardware Included. Yes 39 Items No 63 Items
New 1, Items 1,
subaru tribeca manual transmission
2002 cavalier radio wiring diagram
240 volt generator wiring diagram
New other see details 4 Items 4. Used 2 Items 2. Please provide a valid price range. Buying
Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options.
Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition
New New other see details Used. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Ford
Escape. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Almost gone. Free
returns. Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency other than
Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon
Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal
Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs.

